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Abstract
Recent experiments have shown that naive speakers find borderline contradictions involving vague predicates acceptable. In Cobreros et al (2012a) we proposed a pragmatic explanation of the acceptability of borderline contradictions,
building on a three-valued semantics. In a reply, Alxatib, Pagin & Sauerland
(2013) show, however, that the pragmatic account predicts the wrong interpretations for some examples involving disjunction, and propose as a remedy
a semantic analysis instead, based on fuzzy logic. In this paper we provide an
explicit global pragmatic interpretation rule, based on a somewhat richer semantics, and show that with its help the problem can be overcome in pragmatics
after all. Furthermore, we use this pragmatic interpretation rule to define a new
(nonmonotonic) consequence-relation and discuss some of its properties.
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Introduction

A number of recent experiments (Alxatib and Pelletier , 2011; Ripley, 2011, Serchuk
et al, 2011, and Egré, Gardelle & Ripley, 1013) have shown that naive speakers find
some logical contradictions acceptable, specifically borderline contradictions involving
vague predicates such as tall. In Cobreros et al (2012a) (henceforth TCS) we proposed
a pragmatic account of the acceptability of borderline contradictions, making use of
an independently motivated strongest meaning hypothesis. In a recent reply, Alxatib, Pagin & Sauerland (2013) (henceforth APS) show, however, that the pragmatic
account predicts the wrong interpretations for some examples involving disjunction.
They propose as a remedy a semantic analysis instead, based on fuzzy logic, but one
where conjunction and disjunction are interpreted as intensional operators.
In this paper we concede that our earlier proposal was inadequate, but argue
that new intensional operators are not required. We continue making use of a pragmatic strongest meaning hypothesis, but we introduce an independently motivated
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and somewhat richer notion of semantic meaning and an explicit general rule for pragmatic interpretation.1 We argue that by doing so our analysis can still be seen as
a pragmatic approach, and show that we can still account for the examples making
use of three truth values only. In addition, we propose a pragmatic nonmonotonic
consequence relation and show that this consequence relation has some appealing
properties, especially for the analysis of vagueness.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a streamlined presentation
of the semantic and pragmatic approach advocated in TCS (2012), but simplified
for ease of comparison. In this section we also show where the pragmatic proposal
predicts wrongly, extending the counterexamples found by APS. In section 3 we define
an explicit pragmatic interpretation rule that can handle the counterexamples, making
use of the notion of an exact truth-maker. We discuss a number of examples involving
complex sentences and indicate the different predictions made here in comparison to
APS. In section 4 we define a consequence relation based on our new pragmatic
interpretation rule, which is not only non-transitive (as was the logical consequence
relation in TCS), but nonmonotone as well. We argue that it behaves favorably
compared to similar consequence relations such as Priest’s (1991) LPm .
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The old theory and where it goes wrong

2.1

Strict, tolerant, and strongest meaning

In TCS we said that a sentence can be true in three different ways: strictly, classically, and tolerantly. We suggested that thus a sentence can also be interpreted in
three different ways. Our pragmatic claim was: interpret as strongly as possible. For
the purpose of illustration and easy comparison, we can forget about classical interpretation. This leaves us with two notions of truth, strict and tolerant, and three
truth-values. (See Cobreros et al. (2013) for showing that our account of vagueness
can be restated using a three-valued logic.) Let M = hD, Ii. Let I be a total function
from atomic sentences to {0, 1, 21 }. Now we can define the truth values of sentences
following Kleene’s truth tables as follows:2
• VM (φ)

=

IM (φ), if φ is atomic

• VM (¬φ)

=

1 − VM (φ)

• VM (φ ∧ ψ) =

min{VM (φ), VM (ψ)}

• VM (φ ∨ ψ) =

max{VM (φ), VM (ψ)}

• VM (∀xφ)

min{VM (φ[x /d ]) : d ∈ D},

=

where d names d

We say that φ is strictly true in M iff VM (φ) = 1, and that φ is tolerantly
true iff VM (φ) ≥ 21 , i.e. iff VM (φ) 6= 0. A sentence ψ is st-entailed by a set of
1 According to the strongest meaning hypothesis, if a sentence can give rise to several closely related
meanings, the sentence should be interpreted in the strongest possible way. A similar principle was
used by Alxatib & Pelletier (2011) as well.
2 Notice that the semantics for the connectives coincides with those of Lukasiewicz (1920), Kleene
(1952) and Priest (1979). As in TCS, we here give a substitutional semantics for simplicity, but
nothing hangs on that.
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premises Γ, Γ |=st ψ, iff ∀M : if ∀φ ∈ Γ : VM (φ) = 1, then VM (ψ) ≥ 21 .
As applied to vagueness, the motivation for the logic is that if Adam is a borderline
case of a tall man, the sentence ‘Adam is tall’ will have value 12 , meaning that the
sentence is tolerantly true, but not strictly so. According to our semantics this means
that also the negation of this sentence will now receive value 12 , just as the conjunction
of these two sentences, ‘T a ∧ ¬T a’. Of course, if Adam is not a borderline case, either
‘T a’ or ‘¬T a’ will have value 0, and the conjunction ‘T a ∧ ¬T a’ will receive value 0
as well.
In two-valued semantics, every sentence has just one interpretation: the set of
models in which the sentence is true. Making use of two ways a sentence can be true
allows for (at least) two different ways a sentence can be interpreted: the set of models
in which the sentence is strictly true, or the set of models in which it is tolerantly true.
In practice, however, lexical rules do not tell you to interpret a sentence strictly or
tolerantly, but the distinction is made on a pragmatic basis. In TCS we propose that
the explanation is that we always interpret a sentence pragmatically in the strongest
possible way. This accounts for the experimentally observed acceptability of contradictions at the border, because contradictions like ‘T a ∧ ¬T a’ can only be interpreted
as true when tolerant truth is at stake. In TCS we show that it also accounts for the
lower acceptability observed by Serchuk et al. (2011) for classical tautologies of the
form ‘T a ∨ ¬T a’ when Adam is borderline tall.
If we abbreviate the set of models where φ is strictly and tolerantly true, respectively, by [[φ]]s and [[φ]]t , this pragmatic interpretation rule in our case comes down to
the following:
• P rag(φ) = [[φ]]s , if [[φ]]s 6= ∅, [[φ]]t otherwise.
A standard objection to three-valued truth-functional analyses of vagueness has
always been (cf. Fine, 1975) that it cannot account for so-called penumbral connections: it fails to predict that T a ∧ ¬T a and T a ∨ ¬T a should always be unacceptable
(because contradictory) and acceptable (because tautological), respectively. But, as
noted above, and as discussed in TCS and Cobreros et al (2012b), these sentences
are in fact not always unacceptable or always acceptable. Our pragmatic analysis in
TCS predicts the experimental observations much better. However, there are other
examples of penumbral connections discussed in Fine (1975) and Kamp (1975) where
it is claimed that a truth-functional three-valued analysis fails to make the correct
predictions. Perhaps the most challenging one—though not mentioned in TCS—is
the following. Suppose that it is established in the context that a and b are equally
tall, meaning that both T a and T b would have the same semantic value in all relevant models. Now suppose that in fact they are both borderline tall individuals, and
thus both sentences have the value 12 . Now look at the following two conditionals
(analyzed as material implications): T a → T b and T a → ¬T b (or even T a → T a
and T a → ¬T a; the type of sentences discussed by Williamson, 1994, p.138). Intuitively, the first one is acceptable, but the latter is not. The problem for three-valued
analyses—or so it is argued—is that they cannot explain the difference in acceptability. And indeed, truth-functional three-valued analyses cannot account for their
difference in acceptability in terms of truth-value, because (at least on the standard
Kleene-based truth-tables) both conditionals would receive the same truth-value: 12 .
Fortunately, the difference in acceptability of the two sentences can be explained
in terms of the strongest meaning hypothesis, together with a very natural pragmatic
3

constraint on the appropriate assertability of indicative conditionals. According to
Grice’s Maxim of Quality, you can only assert a sentence appropriately if you believe
it to be true. We extend this idea by saying that if somebody asserts a sentence
we assume by default that the speaker asserted it strictly and you can only do so
appropriately if you believe it to be strictly true. Another natural pragmatic constraint explicitly defended by Grice (1989) deals only with indicative conditionals: it
is inappropriate to assert an indicative conditional if you believe the consequent to
be true (for it would have been more informative to simply assert the consequent in
that case). Strengthening this constraint to our three-valued case we say that it is
inappropriate to strictly assert an indicative conditional if you believe the consequent
to be strictly true. We can represent what one believes by a set of models. Now
look again at the two conditionals T a → T b and T a → ¬T b, i.e., ¬T a ∨ T b and
¬T a ∨ ¬T b. Observe that although their actual semantic values are the same if a and
b are both borderline tall, their strict interpretations are not: while the set of models
where T a → ¬T b, i.e, ¬T a ∨ ¬T b, is strictly true contains only models where both
a and b are strictly not tall (because it is known that a and b are equally tall), the
set of models where T a → T b, i.e. ¬T a ∨ T b, is strictly true contains in addition
also models where both a and b are strictly tall. But this means that on their respective strongest interpretations, only T a → T b satisfies the two pragmatic constraints
mentioned above; T a → ¬T b does not because the consequent is already believed to
be strictly true if the whole conditional is. Arguably, this is enough to explain why
the former, but not the latter, is acceptable, even though both have the same actual
semantic value.3
It will be useful for the rest of this paper to show that we can reformulate our
above pragmatic interpretation rule making use of a standard strategy for pragmatic
interpretation by means of orderings. Each sentence has a truth value in each model,
with the usual ordering 0 < 21 < 1, and in terms of this we can define the pragmatic
interpretation rule as follows:
• P rag(φ) = {M|VM (φ) > 0 & ¬∃N : VM (φ) < VN (φ)}
If we define the set of models where φ is at least tolerantly true as [[φ]]t , this
definition simplifies to
• P rag(φ) = {M ∈ [[φ]]t |¬∃N ∈ [[φ]]t : VM (φ) < VN (φ)}.
Equivalently, but perhaps closer in presentation to what we suggested in TCS, we
can think of an ordering <S between models, with S a set of sentences, defined as
follows: M <S N iffdef {φ ∈ S : VM (φ) = 1} ⊂ {φ ∈ S : VN (φ) = 1}. For future use
we will define a slightly more general pragmatic interpretation rule P rag(S) for a set
of sentences S = {φ1 , · · · , φn }.
• P rag(S) = {M ∈ [[φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn ]]t : ¬∃N ∈ [[φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn ]]t : M <S N }.
It is easy to see that P rag({φ}) = P rag(φ), which are both equivalent to the one we
suggested in TCS:
• P rag(φ) = [[φ]]s , if [[φ]]s 6= ∅, [[φ]]t otherwise.
3 This

account of the conditional problem is new, and not discussed in TCS.
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As an aside, it is interesting to notice that our pragmatic interpretation rule is
not ad hoc, but can be motivated independently. We mentioned already the strongest
meaning hypothesis. But once we think of the value 12 as ‘true and false’, the pragmatic reasoning from the assertion that φ, to the conclusion that φ is true and not false
can be seen as an instance of a Gricean implicature. Given that the speaker didn’t say
¬φ in addition, we pragmatically conclude that ¬φ is not true, because otherwise the
knowledgeable speaker would have said so. Similarly, although an assertion of φ ∨ ¬φ
cannot rule out that both φ and ¬φ are true, we conclude by pragmatic interpretation
that this is not the case, because otherwise the speaker would have said so.

2.2

Some problematic examples

Let us go back to vagueness and look at some examples.
(1)

Adam is tall.

Ta

Out of context, this sentence can be interpreted strictly (with truth value 1), so it
will be interpreted as being strictly true.
(2)

T a ∨ ¬T a

Adam is tall or Adam is not tall.

By our rule for disjunction, this sentence is predicted to leave only those models where
either the one or the other disjunct is strictly true. This prediction is in accordance
with the experimental results of Serchuk et al. (2011), where it is found that a
significant proportion of naive speakers (in fact, most) do not accept (2) when Adam
is a borderline case of a tall man.
(3)

Adam is tall and Adam is not tall.

T a ∧ ¬T a

Alxatib and Pelletier (2011) found that naive speakers agreed with sentences like this
for borderline cases of ‘tall’ but not for cases that were either clearly tall or clearly
not tall (Ripley (2011) and Egré, Cardelle & Ripley (2013) found similar results for
‘near’, and color predicates like ‘yellow’, ‘orange’, ‘blue’, and ‘green’, respectively). It
is easy to see that on our pragmatic interpretation rule this sentence is not interpreted
strictly. It can be interpreted tolerantly, however, and that is indeed predicted: (3)
is interpreted such that Adam is borderline tall.
(4)

Adam is tall and Adam is not tall, or John is a monkey.

(T a ∧ ¬T a) ∨ M j

This type of example is similar to one of APS to show that TCS predicts wrongly.
It seems that TCS predicts that (4) is interpreted as saying that John is a monkey.
Notice, however, that if we ignore any model where John is even tolerantly a monkey,
we end up with the same interpretation as (3): Adam is a borderline case of a tall
man. But how can we ignore the models where John is a monkey? It seems that
context does the trick. Context didn’t play any role in the pragmatic interpretation
so far, but it is quite straightforward to let it play its part. We can simply limit the
models we consider by adding an extra contextual parameter c denoting the common
ground represented by a class of models4 (where [[φ]]tc = [[φ]]t ∩ c):
4 The notion of ‘model’ that we use here is not exactly the standard model-theoretic notion, where
interpretation of non-logical constants varies between models. In contrast, the notion of ‘model’ we
use in section 4 to define various notions of entailment will be the standard model-theoretic one. We
hope this will never give rise to confusion.
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• P rag(φ, c) = {M ∈ [[φ]]tc |¬∃N ∈ [[φ]]tc : VM (φ) < VN (φ)},
or with S a set of sentences {φ1 , · · · , φn }
• P rag(S, c) = {M ∈ [[φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn ]]tc : ¬∃N ∈ [[φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn ]]tc : M <S N }.
(5)

Adam is tall and Adam is not tall, or John is rich.

(T a ∧ ¬T a) ∨ Rj

In contrast with (4), we assume now that it is not known in context whether John is
rich or not. In fact, he can be even strictly rich. This is another type of counterexample provided by APS to our earlier proposal, and indeed, this one is not so easily
explained away. Notice that the first disjunct of (5) can at most have truth value 21 .
Thus, in the models where John is strictly rich, sentence (5) has truth value 1, which
is higher than the value it receives in any model where John is not strictly rich, but
the first disjunct has its maximal truth value. It follows that (5) is interpreted as
stating that John is strictly rich.5 Intuitively, however, sentence (5) states that either
Adam is borderline tall or John is strictly rich. Thus, the pragmatic interpretation
rule suggested in TCS mispredicts for some complex sentences involving a disjunction.
Perhaps more obviously—and not explicitly mentioned by APS—the analysis also
mispredicts for some complex sentences with conjunction. Consider the following
example:
(6)

Adam is tall and Adam is not tall, and John is rich.

(T a ∧ ¬T a) ∧ Rj

Because of the first conjunction, the third conjunct cannot be forced to be strictly
true. Thus, it might be that the whole sentence is only tolerantly true. By the
pragmatic rule proposed in TCS it is predicted that the sentence should thus be
interpreted tolerantly, including the second conjunct. But this seems to be wrong:
we want to interpret the sentence as saying that John is strictly rich. Thus, not only
in case of disjunctions, but also with conjunctive sentences does the analysis of TCS
predict a too weak reading.

3

Interpreting borderline contradictions:
Semantics or Pragmatics?

3.1

Truthmakers and enriched pragmatic interpretation

We agree that examples like (5) and (6) are problematic for the pragmatic analysis
suggested in TCS. But instead of inferring that in order to account for these examples
we need a semantic analysis instead of a pragmatic one, we show that our pragmatic
analysis is still feasible, if slightly refined. Although the refinement uses a somewhat
richer notion of semantic meaning, we feel that the refinement is minimal enough still
to be called a pragmatic analysis.
How should we account for pragmatic interpretation such that we can infer that
a sentence is only true if we say that a sentence is true and don’t say it is false, such
that it can solve the above problems with complex sentences involving borderline
contradictions? Here is a proposal: the pragmatic interpretation of φ makes at least
one exact truth-maker of φ as true as possible. What are the exact truth-makers of
φ, and how to think of ‘as true as possible’ ?
5 Interestingly

enough, this is exactly what Priest’s LP m predicts for this type of example as well
(see Beall, 2012). We will come back to this later.
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As for the first question, an exact truth-maker of φ will be thought of as a set
of literals, and following van Fraassen (1969), the set of exact truth-makers of φ,
T (φ), can be defined by a simultaneous recursive definition with the set of exact
falsity-makers, F (φ):6
• T (p)

=

{{p}}

F (p)

• T (¬φ)

=

F (φ)

F (¬φ)

• T (φ ∧ φ) =
F (φ ∧ φ) =

T (φ) ⊗ T (ψ) =
F (φ) ∪ F (ψ).

• T (φ ∨ ψ) =
F (φ ∨ ψ) =

T (φ) ∪ T (φ).
F (φ) ⊗ F (ψ).
N
x
S d∈D T (φ[x /d ])
d∈D F (φ[ /d ])

• T (∀xφ)
F (∀xφ)

=
=

=
=

{{¬p}}

for atomic p.

T (φ).

{A ∪ B|A ∈ T (φ), B ∈ T (ψ)}.

T (∃xφ)
F (∃xφ)

=
=

S
x
Nd∈D T (φ[ x/d ]).
d∈D F (φ[ /d ]).

Notice that according to these rules, T (p) = {{p}}, T (¬p) = {{¬p}}, T (p ∨ q) =
{{p}, {q}}, T (p ∨ ¬p) = {{p}, {¬p}}, T (p ∧ ¬p) = {{p, ¬p}}, T ((p ∧ ¬p) ∨ q) =
{{p, ¬p}, {q}}, T ((p ∧ ¬p) ∧ q) = T (p ∧ (¬p ∧ q)) = {{p, ¬p, q}}, T (p ∧ (¬p ∨ q)) =
{{p, ¬p}, {p, q}}, and T ((p ∨ q) ∧ (r ∨ s)) = {{p, r}, {p, s}, {q, r}, {q, s}}.7
We analyse conditionals like φ → ψ as material implication, and thus as ¬φ ∨ ψ.
As a result, a sentence of the form T a ↔ ¬T a will have the following set of exact
truth-makers: {{T a, ¬T a}}. Observe also that T (p ∧ (p → q)) = T (p ∧ (¬p ∨ q)) =
T (p) ⊗ T (¬p ∨ q) = T (p) ⊗ (T (¬p) ∪ T (q)) = {{p}} ⊗ {{¬p}, {q}} = {{p, ¬p}, {p, q}}.
It is interesting to notice that T (φ) can be seen as the semantic value of a sentence. In fact, as a more fine-grained notion than the one we used so-far. From it, we
can derive the classical, tolerant and strict semantic meanings. If we think of models
as maximally consistent sets of literals, we can define classical meaning simply as
follows: [[φ]]c =df {M| ∃S ∈ T (φ) : S ⊆ M}. We can define tolerant meaning in the
same way, though now the models need only be maximal, and need not be consistent.
Thus, we have to think of a model M as a set such that for each atomic sentence p,
(i) p ∈ M, or (ii) ¬p ∈ M, or (iii) p, ¬p ∈ M. The strict meaning of a sentence is
defined similarly as well, but now the models are consistent sets of literals, although
they don’t have to be maximal.8 But we didn’t define T (φ) simply to determine the
notions of meaning we already had. We wanted to use it to determine a pragmatic
meaning P RAG(φ) suitable to account for the strongest interpretation. In order to
do so, we have to make sense of the notion ‘as true as possible’.
To make sense of this notion, we can make use of the ordering <S between models
mentioned in the previous section, with S a set of literals (now thought of as an exact
truth-maker), defined as follows: M <S N iffdef {φ ∈ S : VM (φ) = 1} ⊂ {φ ∈ S :
VN (φ) = 1}.
6 Van Fraassen uses these truth-makers to give a semantics for the notion of ‘tautological entailment’ introduced by Belnap & Anderson (1962), a notion of entailment that is weaker than both
Kleene’s K3 and Priest’s LP. For recent work on truth-makers, see Fine (2013). For use of the same
framework for quite a different purpose, see van Rooij (2014).
7 Note that the definition of T (φ) parallels the construction of the disjunctive normal form of φ.
8 To give a semantics of tautological entailments, van Fraassen (1969) looks at models that neither
have to be maximal, nor consistent.
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In terms of these notions we define the pragmatic interpretation of φ, P RAG(φ, c)
(where [[S]]tc abbreviates [[ψ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ψn ]]tc , if S = {ψ1 , · · · , ψn }).
• P RAG(φ, c)

=
=

t
t
{M
S ∈ [[S]]c | S ∈ T (φ) & ¬∃N ∈ [[S]]c : M <S N }.
S∈T (φ) P rag(S, c)

Notice that for literals and conjunctive sentences, this pragmatic interpretation
rule simply tries to make its exact truth-maker as true as possible, i.e., strictly true.
Thus, even if one does not express that a sentence like ‘Adam is tall’ is only true,
it follows from the above pragmatic interpretation. But in general a sentence might
have more than one exact truth-maker, i.e., when the sentence is disjunctive: so the
general pragmatic interpretation rule says that it is enough if one of its exact truthmakers is as true as possible. As a result, P RAG((p ∧ ¬p) ∧ q, c) singles out those
models in c where p is tolerantly but not strictly true, and where q is strictly true,
while P RAG((p ∧ ¬p) ∨ q, c) singles out those models in c where either p is tolerantly
but not strictly true, or where q is strictly true. This is as desired.9

3.2

The semantics of APS

APS’s new connectives In contrast to our pragmatic strategy, APS seek to account for acceptable contradictions in a purely semantic way. Their approach is based
on fuzzy logic, but they introduce two new modal connectives. For ease of comparison, we will assume that the semantics is a three-valued one, however, based on the
interpretation rules as defined in section 1.10 On top of this semantics, they propose
two new (modal) connectives: a new conjunction, f, and a new disjunction, g. They
assume that conjunctive and disjunctive sentences of natural language should always
be analysed in terms of these new connectives. The semantics of these connectives is
defined in terms of rescaling as follows:11
• VM (φ f ψ) = VM (φ ∧ ψ), if C(φ ∧ ψ) = F(φ ∧ ψ)
VM (φ∧ψ)−F(φ∧ψ)
= C(φ∧ψ)−F(φ∧ψ) , otherwise,
with C(φ) = max{VM (φ)|M ∈ c} and F(φ) = min{VM (φ)|M ∈ c}
• VM (φ g ψ) = VM (φ ∨ ψ)}, if C(φ ∨ ψ) = F(φ ∨ ψ)
VM (φ∨ψ)}−F(φ∨ψ)
= C(φ∨ψ)−F(φ∨ψ) , otherwise,
with C(φ) and F(φ) as defined above.
9 Our pragmatic interpretation rule does not account for the ‘scalar implicature’ that from ‘(p ∧
¬p) ∨ q’ we conclude that only one of the disjuncts is as true as possible. It is easy to change
the pragmatic interperation rule to account for this—and for embedded implicatures—as well (by
changing ‘∃S ∈ T (φ)’ in the definition P RAG(φ, c) = {M| ∃S ∈ T (φ) : M ∈ [[S]]tc & ¬∃N ∈ [[S]]tc :
M <S N } which is equivalent to the one used in the main text, into ‘∃!S ∈ T (φ)’), but a discussion
of this would go beyond the purpose of this paper.
10 Also APS treat conditionals in terms of material implication. Our assumption that we just use 3
truth-values instead of all the ones in [0, 1] has as a consequence that the following sentences p f ¬p,
(p f ¬p) f p and (p f ¬p) f ¬(p f ¬p) will all have value 1 exactly if p has value 12 . In APS,
instead, it is predicted that these different sentences have value 1 in different circumstances. For
instance, (p f ¬p) f p is predicted to have value 1 iff p has value 23 . Notice that on our analysis the
three sentences are predicted to be equivalent because they are predicted to have the same exact
truth-maker: {p, ¬p}.
11 As it turns out, this rescaling method is virtually identical to the recalibration-method proposed
by Kamp & Partee (1995) to account for adjective-noun combinations.
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To see how this works, let’s first look at a conjunction with two independent
atomic sentences φ and ψ, with VM (φ) = 12 and VM (ψ) = 1. Because C(φ ∧ ψ) = 1 6=
min{ 1 ,1}−0

2
0 = F(φ ∧ ψ), the value of VM (φ f ψ) will be
= 12 , just like in standard
1−0
multi-valued logic. But now consider the contradiction T a f ¬T a at the border, i.e.,
when VM (T a) = 21 . Notice first that C(T a ∧ ¬T a) = 12 6= 0 = F(T a ∧ ¬T a). This

min{ 1 , 1 }−0

2 2
= 1. Thus, contradictions at the border
means that VM (T a f ¬T a) =
1
2 −0
are predicted to have value 1, they are considered to be true. Similarly, it turns out
that a classical tautology like T a g ¬T a receives value 0 in case VM (T a) = 21 .
In contrast to what we did in TCS and what we did above, APS do not give a rule
how to interpret a sentence. But it is only reasonable to assume that they take the
interpretation of a sentence to be the set of all models in which that sentence is true,
i.e., receives value 1. Similarly, it seems natural for them to claim that φ is assertable
in a context c if it is true (i.e., receives value 1) in at least one model in c. It follows
that if T a gets value 12 in all models in the context, claiming that a is borderline tall
by saying ‘T a f ¬T a’ is predicted to be unassertable, not because it is redundant to
do so, but because it cannot be true.
According to APS, a sentence ψ is entailed by a set of premises Γ iff in all models
M there is at least one premise φ ∈ Γ such that VM (φ) ≤ VM (ψ). Notice that
because this requires value 1 for theoremhood, this means that the logic has no logical
validities, just like Kleene’s K3.12 They observe that their consequence relation has
two remarkable properties: the logic neither validates conjunction elimination nor
disjunction introduction. Indeed, because if VM (T a) = 21 , it follows that VM (T a f
¬T a) = 1 and VM (T a g ¬T a) = 0, from the truth of T a f ¬T a it doesn’t follow that
any of its conjuncts is true, and T a g ¬T a doesn’t follow from any of its disjuncts.

Local strengthening There exists a way to think of the proposal of APS as a pragmatic instead of a semantic one after all. On this reinterpretation of their proposal,
we don’t introduce two new semantic intensional connectives, but rather make use
of local strengthening. The difference between our proposal in section 3.1 and APS
on this reinterpretation is not so much one between a pragmatic versus a semantic
analysis, but rather one between two pragmatic analyses: one that allows only for
global pragmatic strengthenings versus one that also allows for local strengthening.
The global approach is traditionally favoured and (taken to be) motivated by Gricean
ideas, but the idea that also (arbitrary) parts of a sentence might be strengthened and
perhaps even marked by an explicit grammatical strengthening-operator in the logical form of the sentence has recently been defended by several authors, particularly
Chierchia, as giving a more adequate theory.13
The ‘local pragmatic’ reinterpretation of APS’s proposal is based on the idea that
for any formula φ and model M we can define the strengthened interpretation SM (φ)
of φ in M as follows:
• SM (φ) = VM (φ), if C(φ) = F(φ)
VM (φ)−F(φ)
= C(φ)−F(φ) , otherwise.

with C(φ) and F(φ) as defined above

12 In fact, in case the language does not have special connectives, this consequence relation is S3,
the intersection of K3 and LP.
13 See Chierchia (2004) and Chierchia, Fox and Spector (2012) for empirical arguments. For a
rebuttal of some of these claims, see, among others, Sauerland (2004), van Rooij & Schulz (2004,
2006), Spector (2007), and Franke (2011).
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It turns out that SM (φ ∧ ¬φ) = 2x, if VM (φ) = x ≤ 21 , and SM (φ ∧ ¬φ) = 2(1 − x)
otherwise. Moreover, SM (φ ∨ ¬φ) = 1 − SM (φ ∧ ¬φ). Thus in case VM (φ) = 12 ,
SM (φ ∧ ¬φ) = 1 and SM (φ ∨ ¬φ) = 0.
Now one could propose that any sentential part ψ of a whole sentence φ can be
strengthened and that this should be reflected in the logical form of the sentence.
The truth-value of φ is still functionally dependent on the truth-values of its parts,
but if part ψ is marked in the logical form to be strengthened (let’s say by s(ψ)),
the contribution of ψ should be SM (ψ) rather than VM (ψ). On this proposal, we
can acconnt for the problematic examples (5) and (6), by translating them as s(T a ∧
¬T a) ∨ Rj and s(T a ∧ ¬T a) ∧ Rj, respectively. Example (5) is predicted to have value
1 iff either T a has value 21 or Rj has value 1, and (6) has value 1 iff T a has value 12
and Rj has value 1.
Although we consider this pragmatic reinterpretation of APS’s proposal interesting, we will limit ourselves in the following comparison between our global pragmatic
approach and APS to the latter’s explicitly endorsed semantic analysis.

3.3

A comparison

It is easy to see that the examples (1)-(4) receive exactly the same interpretation on
both analyses as on our original rules. On the assumption that where we had ∧ and
∨, APS would understand them as their f and g, APS would predict the same as
well. So let us go immediately to the problematic examples (5) and (6), repeated
below.
(5)

Adam is tall and Adam is not tall, or John is rich.

(T a ∧ ¬T a) ∨ Rj

In contrast with (4), we assume now that it is not known in context whether John is
rich or not. It follows that (5) is interpreted as being true iff Adam is a borderline case
of a tall man or if John is strictly rich. This is exactly the desired reading according
to APS , and the one they also predict (with ∧ and ∨ as their f and g). Notice that
according to our rule the classical equivalence between (T a ∧ ¬T a) ∨ T a and T a is
easily seen not to hold: the former is not predicted to mean that Adam is strictly tall,
but rather that he is either borderline tall, or strictly tall. The same is predicted by
APS.
(6)

Adam is tall and Adam in not tall, and John is rich.

(T a ∧ ¬T a) ∧ Rj

In contrast to the analysis of TCS, we now end up with the correct prediction. We
predict that Adam is borderline tall and John is strictly rich. The same prediction is
made by APS.
Let us now go through the predictions of a few other complex sentences.
(7)

It is not the case that (Adam is tall or Adam is not tall).

¬(T a ∨ ¬T a)

This sentence is predicted to be equivalent with ¬T a∧T a, because T (¬(T a∨¬T a)) =
F (T a ∨ ¬T a) = F (T a) ⊗ F (¬T a) = F (T a) ⊗ T (T a) = {{¬T a}} ⊗ {{T a}} =
{{¬T a, T a}}. The sentence is thus pragmatically interpreted as claiming that Adam
is borderline tall, as desired.
(8)

It is not the case that (Adam is tall and Adam is not tall).
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¬(T a ∧ ¬T a)

This sentence will only pick out models where either Adam is strictly tall, or Adam
is strictly not tall. Again, this is immediate once we realize that T (¬(T a ∧ ¬T a)) =
F (T a ∧ ¬T a) = F (T a) ∪ F (¬T a) = F (T a) ∪ T (T a) = {{¬T a}} ∪ {{T a}}. APS make
the same prediction: (8) can only be true in case Adam is not borderline tall.
For the examples discussed until now, our predictions are the same as the one made
by APS. But there are also examples where the predictions are different. Although we
don’t have strong intuitions about how we interpret these sentences, we still want to
mention them. It is hard to have reliable intuitions about such sentences, because they
mix English with bracket notation. But we are assuming that appropriate paraphrases
in natural language could make the predictions eventually testable.
(9)

Adam is tall and not (Adam is tall or John is rich)

T a ∧ ¬(T a ∨ Rj)

We predict that the sentence is interpreted as saying that Adam is tolerantly tall and
John not even tolerantly rich. APS, on the other hand, predict that the sentence can
also be true if Adam is borderline tall, and John borderline rich.
(10)

Adam is tall and (Adam is not tall or John is rich)

T a ∧ (¬T a ∨ Rj)

We predict the interpretation where either Adam is borderline tall or where Adam
is strictly tall and John strictly rich. APS, on the other hand, predict that Adam is
strictly tall and John is strictly rich.14

4

Pragmatic entailment

4.1

From pragmatic interpretation to pragmatic entailment

In TCS we defined the consequence relation |=st as going from strict premises to
tolerant conclusions. It was shown that when restricted to the classical vocabulary,
our logic is identical with classical logic, and is more permissive if we add a family of
distinguished similarity relations (one for each predicate T ) to the language (indicated
by going from |=st to |=st
∼ , where it is assumed that VM (x ∼T y) ∈ {0, 1}). Under
14 For

what it is worth, we can make sense of our predictions for (9) as well as for (10), even
though the predictions APS makes for (10) might seem more appropriate. Consider the reading of
(10) made salient by the elaboration: ‘Adam is (surely) tall, and either he is (also) not tall or else
John is rich (but I forget which)’. It seems to us that our prediction for this elaboration is correct,
and that APS mispredicts here. Still, even if our prediction turns out to be incorrect, this still
wouldn’t automatically mean that a semantic analysis would be preferred to a pragmatic one. It
is possible to change the pragmatic interpretation rule so as to predict the same interpretation for
(10) as APS does. For instance, by assuming that the definition of T (φ ∧ ψ) should be as given in
the main text only if T (φ) and T (ψ) are singletons. In any other case we should only allow A ∪ B
to be an element of T (φ ∧ ψ) for A ∈ T (φ) and B ∈ T (ψ), if A ∪ B does not contain a p! that was
not yet in either A or B, where p! = {p, ¬p}:
T (φ ∧ ψ) = {A ∪ B : A ∈ T (φ), B ∈ T (ψ)}, if T (φ) and T (ψ) are singletons,
= {A ∪ B : A ∈ T (φ), B ∈ T (ψ), ¬∃p : p! ⊆ A ∪ B & p! 6⊆ A & p! 6⊆ B}, otherwise.
At this point, however, we are undecided on whether we should change the definition of T (φ ∧ ψ),
because we feel that an assertion of a sentence like (10) would be inappropriate because it violates
Grice’s maxim of Manner. Notice, though, that in case we would interpret not (10), but rather a
sentence like ¬T a ∨ Rj in a context where T a is known to be strictly true, we would already make
the same prediction as APS. As it turns out, however, the alternative definition could be relevant
for the analysis of pragmatic entailment discussed in the following section.
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those assumptions, the tolerance principle ∀x, y((T x∧x ∼T y) → T y) becomes valid,15
but the consequence relation, |=st
∼ , becomes non-transitive. The reason is that if we
assume that T x ∧ x ∼T y ∧ y ∼T z is strictly true, we can conclude that T y is at least
tolerantly true. And if T y ∧ y ∼T z is, or were, strictly true, we could conclude that
T z would be at least tolerantly true. However, the two inferences cannot be joined
together: We cannot conclude from the strict truth of T x ∧ x ∼T y ∧ y ∼T z to the
tolerant truth of T z.
Although the non-transitivity of |=st
∼ in TCS is only limited to cases where the
similarity relation plays a role, one might still wonder whether we should not want
the consequence relation to be as transitive as possible even if the similarity relation
plays a crucial role. In whatever way such a consequence relation (call it |=spr ) should
be accounted for, it would follow that from ‘T x ∧ x ∼T y’ we would now conclude that
T y is strictly true, and thus could still use it in a subsequent tolerance inference.16
Notice, though, that such a new consequence relation would be nonmonotone, in the
sense that if we added ‘y ∼T z ∧ ¬T z’ as additional premise, we would no longer be
allowed to conclude that T y is strictly true. Of course, we would still be allowed to
conclude T y, but now only tolerantly.
Whether we use ‘|=st
∼ ’ or an alternative as suggested above as our consequence
relation, explosion (from a contradiction everything can be derived) is predicted to be
valid. Although in accordance with classical logic, this is perhaps not as desirable as
it may seem if a contradiction like T a ∧ ¬T a is interpreted as stating the contingent
fact that Adam is borderline tall. An unfortunate consequence of this picture is that
the relation between assertion and inference is lost. Some of what was said (or, better,
meant) was ignored in determining what can be inferred from it. Using |=st , TCS
predict that everything can be derived from T a ∧ ¬T a, and thus that, in a sense, the
sentence is not really treated as an assertion of a contingent proposition that is true
(if only tolerantly) in some but not all models.
APS take what is meant into account, and as a consequence relax conjunction
elimination. They argue that this is in accordance with the observed data, because
from the assertability of ‘φ and ψ’ it doesn’t automatically follow that ‘φ’ is assertable.
Still, a question remains: can’t we interpret a sentence like T a ∧ ¬T a as saying that
Adam is borderline tall, use this information as a premise of an inference, and still
preserve conjunction elimination? It turns out that we can, and that it gives rise
to an interesting consequence reltion. We adopt the following notion of pragmatic
consequence |=prt that goes from pragmatically strongest to tolerant:
T
t
• Γ |= prt ψ iff
φ∈Γ P RAG(φ, M) ⊆ [[ψ]]M , with M the class of all models.
Thus, for inference we take into account what is (pragmatically) meant by each
premise. According to this notion of entailment, and in contrast to what APS predict,
it follows that φ ∧ ψ |=prt φ and also φ |=prt φ ∨ ψ, for any φ and ψ. The fact that
we look at what was meant by the premises means that, even though φ ∧ ¬φ |=prt φ,
it does not hold that φ ∧ ¬φ |=prt ψ. Thus, explosion is not valid. In this sense,
prt-entailment is a type of paraconsistent entailment relation. On the other hand,
this notion coincides with st-entailment in case Γ is contradiction-free.
15 because we demand that x ∼ y is true provided P x and P y have truth values not differing by
P
more than 12 .
16 Notice that the simple definition Γ |=spr φ iff S(Γ) ⊆ P RAG(φ, S(Γ)) wouldn’t work (with
∼
S(Γ) as the class of models where all the elements of Γ are strictly true) because there will be models
where T x ∧ x ∼T y is stricly true, but where T y is only tolerantly true.
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4.2

Main properties of |=prt

As in most paraconsistent logics, the Disjunctive Syllogism, φ, ¬φ ∨ ψ |=prt ψ, (and
reading the conditional as material implication, Modus Ponens) does not hold in
general, just as in, for instance, Priest’s (1979) LP. The logic LP is very close to the
logic based on |=st : it makes use of the same three-valued interpretation function,
but defines the consequence relation differently, as preservation of tolerant truth. A
sentence ψ is said to be LP -entailed by a set of premises Γ, Γ |=LP ψ, iff ∀M :
if ∀φ ∈ Γ : VM (φ) ≥ 21 , then VM (ψ) ≥ 21 . Both with respect to |=LP and |=prt ,
modus ponens, or the disjunctive syllogism, fails if φ has value 21 . Although our new
consequence relation does in general not allow for the disjunctive syllogistic proof
of ψ from ¬φ ∨ ψ and φ, it still predicts the inference to go through in case φ is
non-contradictory and can have value 1 (and is, for instance, an atomic sentence
of the form ‘John is tall’).17 In this it differs from LP: in LP one can also have
counterexamples when φ can but need not have value 21 .18
Another appealing feature of our inference rule is that it validates conditional
proof: if φ |=prt ψ, then |=prt φ → ψ. This is easy to see. Suppose that 6|=prt φ → ψ.
Then it must be that there is a model in which φ has value 1 and ψ value 0. But in that
case it doesn’t hold that φ |=prt ψ.19 The rule of contraction, φ → (φ → ψ) |= φ → ψ,
holds as well. The only way in which φ → ψ is not tolerantly true is when φ has value
1, and ψ has value 0. But in that case the premise is false as well. These appealing
features |=prt shares with |=LP .
We know from TCS that if we limit ourselves to the classical vocabulary (thus
without a similarity relation) |=st is the same consequence relation as that of classical
logic, and that the relation |=LP is strictly weaker. It is easy to see that also the
relation |=prt is a (proper) subset of |=st . To show that Γ |=prt φ ⇒ Γ |=st φ, note
that any countermodel for |=st is also one where all premises have value 1 and φ has
value 0. But any such model is also a countermodel for Γ |=prt φ. To see that the
subset relation is proper, just consider the classical- (and thus also st-) valid inference
from p ∧ ¬p to q, and the lack thereof according to |=prt . Similarly, we can show
that Γ |=LP φ ⇒ Γ |=prt φ, because any counterexample to the latter is necessarily
also a counterexample to the former. The inclusion is proper, because the disjunctive
syllogistic proof from p, ¬p∨q (with atomic p that can have value 1) to q is |=prt -valid,
but not |=LP -valid. Thus |=LP ⊂ |=prt ⊂ |=st = |=cl .
Our new notion of pragmatic consequence has a number of interesting properties.
For one thing, this notion validates the tolerance principle, ∀x, y[(P x ∧ x ∼P y) →
P y]—just like the notion |=st
∼ of TCS—, if we extend the vocabulary with a similarity
prt
⊂ |=prt
relation (in that case |=st ⊂ |=st
∼ ). This immediately follows from the
∼ and |=
is
defined,
and
the
fact
that
with
respect
to |=st
way |=prt
∼ , tolerance is validated as
∼
V
that if we had defined pragmatic consequence as follows: Γ |= prt
ψ iff P RAG( φ∈Γ , c) ⊆
c
t
{M ∈ c : M ∈ [[ψ]] }, things would have been different. In that case we could only conclude from
p, ¬p ∨ q that either p is only tolerantly true, or that q is strictly true. This has an important
consequence, though: it can be that φ, ψ |=prt χ although φ ∧ ψ 6|=prt χ, for p, ¬p ∨ q |=prt q but
p ∧ (¬p ∨ q) 6|=prt q. This problem could be solved, however, by adopting the alternative definition
of T (φ ∧ ψ) as given in footnote 14.
18 One might think that an interesting difference with LP shows up here: can we not ensure the
validity of the disjunctive syllogism φ, ¬φ ∨ ψ |=prt ψ by adding ¬(φ ∧ ¬φ) as an extra premise, even
though LP cannot (because ¬(φ ∧ ¬φ) is an LP -tautology)? Unfortunately, adding ¬(φ ∧ ¬φ) as an
extra premise cannot guarantee the validity of the disjunctive syllogism for |=prt either, as can be
seen by taking φ to be p ∧ ¬p.
19 The other direction doesn’t hold, though. Assume |=prt φ → ψ. Now it doesn’t follow that
φ |=prt ψ. For take φ: = p ∧ ¬p and ψ := q.
17 Notice
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well. Equally obvious is that our new consequence relation |=prt
∼ is still non-transitive.

4.3

Nonmonotonicity

But in contrast with |=st , we don’t have to extend the language to show that |=prt is
non-transitive. This gives rise to another interesting use of |=prt . Look at C.I. Lewis’s
(1918) famous ‘proof’ of explosion, showing that from a contradiction we can derive
everything:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

p ∧ ¬p
p
p∨q
¬p
q

from (1) with conjunction elimination
from (2) with disjunction introduction
from (1) with conjunction elimination
from (3) and (4) with disjunctive syllogism

We have seen that our pragmatic consequence relation |=prt does not allow for explosion, so what, then, is wrong with the above argument? Among those who have
disputed the validity of Lewis’s ‘proof’ of explosion, most have questioned either the
validity of disjunction introduction or of disjunctive syllogism.20 Obviously, |=prt
allows for disjunction introduction. More interestingly, we have seen above that although |=prt does in general not allow for the disjunctive syllogistic proof from ¬φ ∨ ψ
and φ to ψ, it still predicts the inference to go through in case φ can have value 1
(and is, for instance, an atomic sentence p of the form ‘Adam is tall’). But doesn’t
that mean that in case φ is such a contingent sentence that can have value 1, ψ
pragmatically follows from φ ∧ ¬φ? No, it does not, because our notion of pragmatic
consequence, |=prt , is not transitive, even if we limit ourselves to classical vocabulary!21 It holds that p ∧ ¬p |=prt p and p ∧ ¬p |=prt ¬p. It also holds that p |=prt p ∨ q
(and, in fact, p ∧ ¬p |=prt p ∨ q). For atomic p one can |=prt -conclude from ¬p and
p ∨ q that q. But one cannot conclude from these |=prt -inferences that p ∧ ¬p |=prt q,
because the inferences cannot be joined together. The reason is that in case p ∧ ¬p is
as true as possible, p can at most be tolerantly true.
One might also say that our pragmatic consequence relation is context-dependent,
meaning that although the disjunctive syllogism holds in an ‘empty’ context where
p might have value 1 — p, ¬p ∨ q |=prt q —, this entailment is not preserved in a
context where it is known that p ∧ ¬p is true, and thus where p must have value 21 ,
p ∧ ¬p, ¬p ∨ q 6|=prt q. Indeed, our new consequence relation is nonmonotonic: in the
sense that it can be that although φ1 , φ2 |=prt χ, it holds that φ1 ∧ ψ, φ2 6|=prt χ.22
20 Some

(e.g. Read, 1988) have also questioned conjunction elimination.
though, that φ, ¬φ |=prt ψ.
22 In fact, our consequence relation verifies (slight variants of) all the standard conditions of nonmonotonic reasoning (as stated by Kraus, Lehman & Magidor, 1990): (i) Reflexivity: φ |=prt φ,
(ii) Left Equivalence: if P RAG(φ) = P RAG(ψ), then from φ |=prt χ, it follows that ψ |=prt χ
(Notice that the condition P RAG(φ) = P RAG(ψ) cannot be replaced by |=prt φ ↔ ψ.) (iii) Right
Weakening: if [[ψ]]t ⊆ [[χ]]t , then φ |=prt χ follows from φ |=prt ψ, (Of course not if [[ψ]]t ⊆ [[χ]]t were
replaced by ψ |=prt χ or by |=prt ψ → χ.), (iv) Cautious Monotonicity: if φ |=prt χ and φ |=prt ψ,
then it follows that φ ∧ ψ |=prt χ, and (v) Or: if φ |=prt χ and ψ |=prt χ, then φ ∨ ψ |=prt χ.
Obviously, (vi) Cautious Cut (if φ ∧ ψ |=prt χ and φ |=prt ψ, then φ |=prt χ) does not hold, at least
prt
in case of |=prt
∼ : a |=∼ -conclusion indeed may have a lower truth-value than that of the premises it
is based on. Notice that in these rules we have always interpreted the premises as one conjunction.
For the reason behind that, see footnote 17.
21 Note
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Another example illustrating that |=prt , or better |=prt
∼ , is nonmonotone is T a ∧ a ∼T
prt
b |=prt
T
b
but
T
a
∧
a
∼
b
∧
¬T
a
|
6
=
T
b.
T
∼
∼
There are many other paraconsistent logics that are nonmonotonic. One of them is
Priest’s (1991) LP m . LP m is very similar to the logic based on |=prt , and, as it turns
out, it is also non-transitive.23 Just like our consequence relation, its nonmonotonicity
is due to minimizing inconsistency. However, the way inconsistency is minimized is
different: in LP m one looks only at the set of minimally inconsistent models where the
premises are all tolerantly true. The set of minimally inconsistent models of φ as used
in LP m is defined as M I(φ) =df {M ∈ [[φ]]t |¬∃N ∈ [[φ]]t : N < M}, where N < M
iffdf {p ∈ AT OM |N ∈ [[p ∧ ¬p]]t } ⊂ {p ∈ AT OM |M ∈ [[p ∧ ¬p]]t }. Beall (2013) notes
that LP m predicts that from a sentence of the form (φ ∧ ¬φ) ∨ p one can derive p,
for the selected models will all be ones where p has value 1. In this sense this is very
much like what we predicted in TCS as well. But it was exactly to solve this problem
that we constructed our new pragmatic interpretation rule and consequence relation.
Thus, we don’t predict that from (φ ∧ ¬φ) ∨ p one can derive p, showing that our
m
m
consequence relation |=prt is really different from |=LP , Γ |=LP φ 6⇒ Γ |=prt φ.24

4.4

The Sorites

Another—and for the treatment of vagueness perhaps most appealing—result of using the pragmatic consequence relation is that we don’t need to make a distinction
anymore between the Sorites reasoning with and without the tolerance principle as
explicit premise. Without the principle as explicit premise it followed in TCS that
although each step in the argument is valid, the argument as a whole is invalid, because the arguments cannot be chained together. We felt, and still feel, that this
is intuitively the correct diagnosis of the Sorites paradox. However, in TCS we had
to claim that with the tolerance principle as explicit premise, the argument is valid,
but that one of the premises (i.e., the tolerance principle) is not true enough to be
used as a premise in an |=st
∼ sound inference. Making use of the new consequencerelation |=prt
∼ , we can also diagnose the Sorites reasoning with the tolerance principle
as explicit premise as invalid, even though all the steps are valid. The fact that the
tolerance principle ∀xi , xj ((P xi ∧ xi ∼P xj ) → P xj ) (with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) cannot be
strictly true if both P x1 and ¬P xn are taken as premises that are strictly true, does
not rule out that it can be used appropriately in a |=prt
∼ -inference.

5

Conclusion and outlook

The main purpose of this paper was to show that by using an independently motivated
and somewhat richer notion of semantic meaning, we can change the global pragmatic
interpretation rule proposed in TCS so as to handle the counterexamples pointed out
by APS to our original account. We believe that this is a significant insight: in
contrast to what APS suggest, this shows that we don’t need two new intensional
connectives, or a notion of local strengthening, to account for acceptable borderline
contradictions.
23 J.C.

m

m

Beall (2013) notes that (q ∧ ¬q) |=LP
(q ∧ ¬q) ∨ r and (q ∧ ¬q) ∨ r |=LP
r, but
m
LP
(q ∧ ¬q) 6|=
r.
24 In fact, we think that |=prt is strictly weaker than |=LP m , but leave a discussion of this to
another occasion.
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In this paper we have also introduced a new pragmatic nonmonotonic consequence
relation, |=prt
(∼) , and observed that it has some interesting properties. As far as the
prt
treatment of vagueness is concerned, and in contrast to |=st
∼ , the relation |=∼ allows
us to take the assertion of the tolerance principle and claims of borderline contradictions at face value, and still use them as substantial premises in our reasoning. We
25
and that it
think that the use of |=prt
(∼) might be beneficial in other areas as well,
differs in interesting ways from other paraconsistent nonmonotonic consequence relations such as those discussed in Batens (2000). More interestingly, perhaps, we
have not yet made full use of the pragmatic machinery developed in section 3.1
of this paper. Our notion |=prt only looks for the pragmatic interpretation of the
premises. What would result if we also interpreted the conclusion as strongly as
possibile?
Two new consequence relations immediately come to mind: if we abbreviT
ate φ∈Γ P RAG(φ, M) by P RAG(Γ, M) (with M the class of all models), these are
Γ |=prprs ψ iffdf P RAG(Γ, M) ⊆ P RAG(ψ, M) and the more dynamic Γ |=prprd φ
iffdf P RAG(Γ, M) ⊆ P RAG(ψ, P RAG(Γ, M)). The main difference between these
two consequence relations is that while |=prprd (like |=prt ) does satisfy conjunctionelimination, |=prprs does not. In this respect, |=prprs is closer to the consequence
relation preferred by APS in that it preserves assertability. It would be interesting to
delve deeper into the properties of these consequence relations. We hope to do this,
and more, in further work.
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